NASA Policy Statement on Diversity and Inclusion
Diversity and inclusion are integral to mission success at NASA. First and foremost, our
commitment to these principles helps us to enSllfC fairness and equity in all of OUT decision
making. Diversity and inclusion also help us to fully engage and utilize the talents. backgrounds,
and capabilities of individuals and teams, allowing us to create and maintain a work environment
where diverse ideas are highly vailled and viewed as critical to effective te<:hnical solutions. the
lifeblood of NASA's work. In tum, individuals can reach their potential and maximize their
comributions to our strategic goals.
Not only do we need diverse talent and perspcctivcs and diversity of thought and opinion, we
need the freedom to express them . We must strive to maintain an environment in which NASA
employees are encouraged to oITer their vic:wpoims and perspectives before critical decisions are
made. NASA must be an organization where the expression ofhoncstly stated ideas and opinions
is welcomed and encouraged.
NASA must also cast the widest possible net in searching for the best talent. Every hiring and
recruitment initiative the Ageney undertakes must ell5ure that we are striving, to bring, onboard
talent from the widest possible range of sources. This means recruiting at institutions that we
may not have recruiled from before and partnering with community and professional
organi7.ations that can help us 10 establish a NASA workplace thaI is fully reflective of the
Nation's diversity.
Journeying beyond Earth's orbit, as NASA is commilled to do, will reqUIre a diverse team of
many individuals with the best minds, the most comprehensive expertise, the broadest
knowledge, the strongest talent, and the greatest integrity. As NASA's Diversity and Inclusion
Champion. I belicve it is incumbent on every member ofthc NASA community to advocate for,
promote, and most importantly, practice the principles of diversity and mclusion in everything
that we do. This means making di"ersity and inclusion integral in our efforts to identify and
develop the bestl3lcnl, create and s~'rVe on high-performing tearns, achieve scientific and
engineering e.,celience, maintain integrity in ali that we do, and ultimately, realize mi,sion
success.

I will do my pan, and ! ask that you do YOUTS_
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